RFI : QUESTIONS & RESPONSES

Responses by Ji Young Kim, RA, Principal at Praxes.

1. BOOKCASE SIGNAGE

Q: Could you provide a more detailed drawing and schedule?
A: Detailed drawing to be provided.

Q: Please advise where and how many bookcase signages are required.
A: EXACT BOOKCASE SIGNAGE (1/A-701) LOCATIONS TBC. STEEL LABEL HOLDERS (REFER TO APPLIANCE & DESK ACCESSORY SCHEDULE) TO BE REMOVABLE. QUANTITY: SEE 1/A-701 & APPLIANCE & DESK ACCESSORY SCHEDULE (A-05).

Q: Are both Korean and English to be engraved on the signage?
A: BOTH KOREAN AND ENGLISH TEMPLATE TO BE PROVIDED. SEE 03&04/A-701.

2. LIBRARY ENTRANCE SIGNAGE

Q: What is the material and finish for the library entrance signage?
A: SILK SCREEN, SEE A-701/07. COLOR TBC.

Q: Could you provide a more detailed drawing and schedule?
A: TEMPLATE TO BE PROVIDED.

3. HERB POT HOLDER & "Children's Books" SIGNAGE

Q: Please confirm that the core is MDF.
A: YES, CORE IS MDF, SEE 8/A-701.

Q: Please confirm that both faces of texts are to be finished with silver color lacquer paint.
A: BOTH FACES TO BE FINISHED W/ METAL PLATE.

Q: Please confirm that the text's sides are to be painted with P-01 Benjamin Moore regular paint.
A: MDF LETTERS TO BE FINISHED W/ BLACK BM PAINT. METAL PLATES TO BE ATTACHED AT FACES.

Q: We would appreciate if you can provide more detailed drawing and schedule
A: DETAILED DRAWING TO BE PROVIDED.
4. CIRCULATION DESK SIGNAGE - "CHECKOUT & RETURN"

Q: Please confirm that the core is MDF.
A: YES, CORE IS MDF, SEE 9/A-701.

Q: Please confirm the both faces of texts finish to be silver color lacquer paint
A: BOTH FACES TO BE FINISHED W/ METAL PLATE.

Q: Please confirm the text’s sides to be painted with P-01 Benjamin Moore regular paint
A: MDF LETTERS TO BE FINISHED W/ BLACK BM PAINT. METAL PLATES TO BE ATTACHED AT FACES.

Q: We would appreciate if you can provide more detailed drawing and schedule
A: DETAILED DRAWING TO BE PROVIDED.

5. CIRCULATION DESK SIGNAGE - "CHECKOUT & RETURN"

* WE BELIEVE THIS QUESTION IS RE: 11/A-701, INFORMATION BOX SIGNAGE BASED ON THE QUESTIONS.

Q: Is the text and circle also MDF core?
A: YES, CORE IS MDF, SEE 11/A-701. FRONT FACES TO BE FINISHED W/ METAL PLATE. MDF LETTERS TO BE FINISHED W/ BLACK BM PAINT. METAL PLATES TO BE ATTACHED AT FACES.

Q: We would appreciate it if you could provide a more detailed drawing and schedule.
A: DETAILED DRAWING TO BE PROVIDED.